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The Sony Alpha SLT-A58 is one of the most innovative cameras that Sony has ever introduced. The

camera boasts 20 megapixels of resolution, continuous shooting at 8 frames per second, and full

high-definition movie-making capabilities. As the owner of a Sony Alpha SLT-A58, you demand the

ability to take outstanding pictures with your new camera. DAVID BUSCH'S SONY ALHPA SLT-A58

GUIDE TO DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY shows you how, when, and why to use all the cool features,

controls, and functions of the Sony Alpha SLT-A58 to take great photographs and movies.

Introductory chapters will help you get comfortable with the basics of your camera before you dive

right into exploring creative ways to apply file formats, resolution, and exposure. Beautiful, full-color

images illustrate where the essential buttons and dials are, so you'll quickly learn how to use the

Sony Alpha SLT-A58, and use it like a pro! With DAVID BUSCH'S SONY ALPHA SLT-A58 GUIDE

TO DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY, you'll learn: How to select the best autofocus mode, shutter speed,

f/stop, and flash capability to take great pictures under any conditions; advanced shooting

techniques, including high-definition movie making; how to use flash functions, including wireless

flash; troubleshooting and prevention tips to keep your camera and media operating smoothly; the

basics of good photography as you master your camera's operation!
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The Sony Alpha series cameras are wonderful but complicated cameras, in myopinion. Even the

most seasoned and experienced photographers will appreciatethis extremely detailed and



comprehensive guide to the A-58.This guide not only fully explains all of the functions and features,

but gives background information to help you understand why particular options andfunctions are

chosen.I found all of my questions answered, and I believe that this is an extremelyvaluable

resource to help unable you to get the most our of your Alpha A-58.

I was so excited to find a book written just for my camera! There's no guessing or trying to figure out

how what's written applies to my camera as a general digital photography book would. This book is

a must for anyone with a Sony SLT-A58.

This book is an excellent reference manual for the Sony A58. I bought the A58 after comparing it to

a number of other DSLR and mirrorless systems. The A58 is a very powerful camera with lots of

menu choices. The Sony manual covers the basics but lacks some detail in the different function

settings. This book gives much more details on the functions and menus than what is covered in the

Sony manual. It helped me learn what some of the special functions are and how to use them.

There are number of illustrations outlining where on the menu system you can find a function. It also

had a number of good explanations on general digital photo shooting as it pertains to this camera.

This is an excellent reference source and I highly recommend it.

This book is giving me information about my camera that I was unaware of. I am applying the newly

learned features and principals to my photography immediately with very good results. Dave applies

photography principals to the specific characteristics of my camera to get the most out of it and the

results are better photographs. I highly recommend Dave's in depth guide publications for anyone

with a camera that he has written a guide on.Steve

A great source of information. I'm still reading it and plan on reading it for a long time. As situations

arise, I will continue to access the information in this book. It is not a book that you read and put it

away. The information is easy to understand and adapt to your situation or need.

I will be purchasing other books written by this author. Not only is he informative but bringing the

explanations of the camera down to a manageable level with a ton of detail and pictures to show

what your looking for. He is product specific and not just a broad spectrum generic manual. For

anyone interested in photography and specific cameras this guys books are great!



The best " How To " book for the Sony A58 that is currently available. The book is very detailed and

goes step by step for each function of the camera. I now keep this in my camera bag for back up.If

you own the Sony A58 then you need this book.

If you own this camera you need this book. So much better than the manual.We'll worth the money

and David Busch covers absolutely everything.
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